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WHAT IS THE                              ?StreamView

The StreamView is Ayyeka’s web interface that allows 
for easy and intuitive data visualization and effective 
management of the Wavelet fleet. Its tactical edge 
analytics allow you to identify critical events and 
respond quickly.

 

MAIN FEATURES INCLUDE:

VISUALIZATION 
     GPS-enabled asset location to pinpoint devices on a map 
     Real-time data from the field with intuitive charting to     
     identify trends 

DEVICE MANAGEMENT 
     Push commands to devices on a one-by-one or fleet-wide basis 
     Configure threshold alerts for situational awareness
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 X  

REPORTS  
     Powerful report  
     generation tools to output    
     data in seconds 
     Filter by site and data  
     stream to compare feeds  
     side-by-side

USER MANAGEMENT 
     Manage users and roles at  
      the asset-based level 
     Easily update contact  
     information to ensure    
     users receive alerts

API 
     Generate and manage  
     API clients 
     RESTful web services  
     integration with third party    
     software applications

 X  

 X  

 X  

 X  

 X  

 X  

 X  

 X  

FLEET MANAGEMENT 
      Easy configuration of one  
      or thousands of devices 
      Manage and monitor your  
      use of digital services
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For the specific requirements of every use case, Ayyeka provides the 
ultimate level of flexibility for selecting digital and professional services. 
Eliminate complexity and reduce the costs of working with multiple vendors, 
maintaining servers, downloading desktop software, protecting against 
cyber-security threats, managing single-provider cellular communication 
contracts, and engaging in IT integration projects. Ayyeka’s Subscription 
Plans and Add-ons provide a streamlined and comprehensive offer of 
secure cloud hosting; encrypted communication with multi-network cellular 
data; unlimited user access to the StreamView hub for data and device 
management; software and firmware upgrades; APIs for data export; alert 
notifications; and more.

Select one or multiple Subscription Plans – Starter, Industrial, or Enterprise– 
for your fleet to serve the needs of each use case. Optimize the cost 
structure across your deployments by switching between plans based on 
changing needs. Layer one or multiple Add-ons onto the plan as needed to 
enhance the capabilities of a given device. Utilize the digital and professional 
services that your use case requires and save on those that may not be 
needed. The streamlined approach and flexibility in Ayyeka’s offering make 
implementing and scaling your remote monitoring deployment easier  
than ever.

SUBSCRIPTION PLANS

Cloud On-premises

StreamView  
data hub

Ayyeka‘s Service Plan

APISCADA 
driver

Cellular LoRaWAN

Hybrid

The Ayyeka Subscriptions and  
Add-Ons include the following:  

     Cellular (4G/3G/2G) and LoRaWAN 
     data connectivity 
 
     Cyber-secure data transmission  
     and encryption  
 
     Over-the-air device configuration          
     and firmware updates

Embedded GPS locating and 
mapping 
 
Secure cloud data hosting

On-premises data hosting 
 
 Ayyeka’s StreamView data hub and       
 device management software

AyyekaGo mobile app for in the 
field installations and device 
management

Email, SMS, and voice threshold  
 alerts 
 
Battery life and device health 
notifications 
 
 API for 3rd-party software 
integration 

     SCADA drivers   

     Email and phone customer support
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